
How much space is enough?
There are no definite rules about spacing. It is really a matter of common sense and depends largely on the size
of writing. You need enough space to separate words – fat, spread out writing needs more space than small,
compact writing. This is easy in typography where letterforms are regular and easier to read. There the space is
usually the same size as a letter, for instance an ‘m’ for a wide space or an ‘n’ space when you want closer
packed text. It is like the space bar on a keyboard. 

The two bottom examples below might cause alarm. Why does the girl with the small writing leave such large
spaces? There would be rivers of white all down the page making a disturbing pattern. One such writer, when
questioned, answered that it was easier to read. She had been criticised because her small writing was difficult to
read and this was her solution. On the other hand maybe this girl had been taught to space by using her thumb
to measure the gaps between words. It is always worth asking ‘why’ before suggesting possible remedies.

At the very bottom of the page is the kind of script that disturbs me most. Some words are well written, even
mature like ‘his’, while others are almost illegible. The hand barely moves sometimes and then jerks and
repositions after a huge gap. What deep tension could be causing this? This writer does not need criticism but
sympathetic questioning. All these insights into what handwriting is indicating are not making your job any
easier. They may, however, help you to understand and assist some of your most troubled pupils.
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Fat writing, wide spacing.

Smaller writing, closer spacing.

Small writing, rather wide spaces.

Much too wide word spacing.

How much space is enough?

It is difficult to give rules about spacing joined up letters. They must hold
together as words but each letter must be separately recognisable. You
need to space your words out enough to be able to tell where one ends
and the next begins. That is obvious – but how much space is enough? It is
common sense.

Large, loosely spaced letters need more space between words than smaller
and more compact ones. The space between words varies with the size of
the letter and width of joining stroke. That is why it does not work too well
when people with tiny writing try to make it more legible by leaving large
gaps between words. It only breaks the page up and makes matters worse.

The space of an ‘o’ of the same size as the writing is sufficient for print
script. For cursive writing, it is safer to say that you need the space of an ‘o’
with enough room for a joining stroke on each side. It is all related to your
writing, but when the spaces are too wide white patches all down the page
will distract the reader.

Some of you may remember being taught to use a thumb or finger to space
between letters. At five years old you may have been told to place it on the
paper. later on you used it as a mental spacer. Forget that lesson. Your
thumb has grown with age and your writing has shrunk. Your spaces would
be huge.




